ARITHMETICAL OPERATIONS ON ALGEBRAIC ELEMENTS
It is well known that, for n*n-matrices A and B with the oharaoteristic polynomials P A (t) and Pg(t), respectively, their sum C • A + B and produot D = AB are also nxn-matrices with oharaoteristic polynomials P c (t) and P D (t), respectively. But, there are no effective formulae for P c (t), P D (t) through P A (t), P B (t) (cf.
[1], [2] ). In the case AB = BA, the following well-known result was stated in [1] . Proposition 1. Let A, B be soalar nxn-matrices. If AB = BA, then there is an elementary transformation converting A and B to triangular forms simultaneously, i.e. the characteristic roots of A and B can be ordered into eequenoes t.j ,t 2 ,.
•. ,t Q and ,? 2 » • • • » r n Id a way such that characteristic roots of A + B and AB are t-j + ^i» *2 +t 2' *n +r n and jtgtg,...,t Q t n , respectively. In the general case, we oan formulate the following result. Proposition 2.
[3]* Let A and B be algebraio elements with the characteristic roots t.j ,t 2 ,... ,t Q and t^,i 2 ,...,T m , respectively. If A and B commute, then their sum and their superposition have characteristic roots belonging to the sets {ti+ T j) i=1,2,...,nj j=1,2,...,m} and {t^jj i=1,2,...,nj ,2,... ,m}, respectively. In this note we shall describe a method whioh permits to determine characteristic (minimal) polynomials of A+B and AB when AB = BA or AB » eBA (e q =1) provided that the oharaoteris-tio polynomials P A (t), Pgit) a 18 given (sections (a) and (b)),
In section (c) we give some examples of applications to singular integral operators.
(a). Let A, B be algebraio elements in an algebra X with the characteristic polynomials
Denote by P 1 ,P 2 ,...,P n and Q 1 ,Q 2 ,...»Q m the projectors associated with A and B, respectively (cf. [3] - [5] ).
Suppose that AB = BA. For any A, B put -o/yr•Q/.y^s *r.
-1110 - The proof of (10) is just the same as that of (9).
-1114 -
Coroll&ry
J 1 • Lflt * 9 * be commutative algebraic elements with the characteristic roots 1*11 »*12 t 1n 1 }' { t 21» t 22' , "» t 2n 2 } ,, "»{ t 8l» t s2' ,,, » t Bii 8 }» respectively. Let |p k1 .Pj^»*• • »^kn^} be tiie proJ« 0 *» 8 associated with A^ (k=1,2,...,a). If n -(m 1 ,m 2 The proof is immediate if we apply Corollary 1 and Lemma 5.
Henoe, in order to determine characteristic polynomials of A+B and AB, it is enough to find P n (t) and P n (t). 
